A whole parasite transmission-blocking vaccine for malaria: an ignored strategy
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Malaria vaccine approaches can be divided into ‘subunit’ and ‘whole parasite’, and these can be directed at the sporozoite, liver stage, asexual or sexual stages. All combinations of approach and stage are under development with the exception of a whole parasite sexual stage (gametocyte) vaccine. A gametocyte vaccine would aim primarily to block transmission of malaria from the human host to the mosquito vector and as such is referred to as a ‘transmission-blocking vaccine’. An immunological feature of whole parasite vaccines for the sporozoite/liver stage and for the asexual blood stage is the reliance on cellular immunity involving T-cells to control parasite growth. T-cells can also respond vigorously to gametocytes and kill them in the vertebrate host and/or arrest their development. To date, cellular immunity has not been exploited in transmission-blocking vaccine development. Here, the data supporting a gametocyte whole parasite vaccine are reviewed and a strategy for vaccine development and testing is outlined.

Malaria continues to exact a huge global toll on human life with up to 300 million new cases and over 400,000 deaths each year [1]. While the number of deaths has reduced significantly over the last decade, further reductions will depend on the availability of effective drugs to combat emerging drug resistance and the development of an effective vaccine.

A malaria vaccine aims to block parasite growth and development at one or more stages in the life cycle. The life cycle in the vertebrate host commences with the bite of an infected Anopheles mosquito which injects tens to hundreds of sporozoites (Figure 1). Those reaching the liver within ~30 min develop into exoerythrocytic schizonts within hepatocytes. After a further 8 days of growth, 30,000–40,000 merozoites emerge from each infected liver cell, with each one capable of entering a new red blood cell to continue the life cycle in the blood. For the dominant species of human malaria parasites (Plasmodium falciparum and P. vivax), there is a 48 h life cycle in the red cell with the asexual forms progressing from ‘rings’ to trophozoites and then segmented schizonts which burst to liberate new merozoites that invade fresh red cells. For P. falciparum, there is an approximate 10-fold increase in parasite numbers over the 48 h period. The exponential growth in parasite biomass leads directly and indirectly to the ensuing symptoms and pathology of malaria.

The sexual parasite forms in the vertebrate host are the gametocytes. These are believed to develop continuously during the asexual life cycle with ~10% of merozoites committed to sexual stage development during each round of asexual stage growth [2]. All merozoites from a particular schizont are committed to gametocytogenesis with all those from a given schizont becoming either male or female gametocytes [3]. The immature gametocytes, which remain within red cells, protect themselves from the innate immune defences of the host by sequestering in bone marrow in the extravascular spaces, only to reappear in the circulation after ~8–12 days as mature gametocytes [4]. They are then taken up by mosquitoes to continue the life cycle in the primary host and emerge from within the red cell as male and female gametes which fertilize, giving rise to zygotes, then ookinetes, oocysts and eventually sporozoites which migrate to the salivary glands for final maturation.
Each stage of the life cycle is potentially vulnerable to vaccine-induced killing. However, mechanisms of immunity differ between each stage, and thus, malaria vaccine research is siloed and focused on different approaches for each stage. One vaccine (RTS,S — an anti-sporozoite recombinant subunit vaccine) has been licensed, but the efficacy window is only of several months’ duration [5,6]. Antibodies need to be at very high titres at the time of sporozoite inoculation by mosquitoes, but the high levels that are present immediately after vaccination wane quickly due to the inability of ongoing malaria exposure to boost or maintain high titres [7,8]. Vaccines to the other parasite stages have not progressed beyond Phase II trials. Many of these candidate vaccines are also subunit vaccines that similarly rely on a very high antibody titre for efficacy. These vaccines aim to inhibit merozoite invasion of red cells (asexual stage vaccines) or block gamete fertilization/zygote development in the midgut of the mosquito following ingestion of the antibody during the blood meal, thus stopping the life cycle in the mosquito (transmission-blocking vaccines, TBVs).

The development of subunit TBVs stems from studies by Carter et al. [9] who demonstrated that chickens vaccinated with gametocytes from an avian malaria species developed antibodies that blocked transmission of malaria to other birds. Major immunodominant target antigens of transmission-blocking antibodies were subsequently defined for P. falciparum and P. vivax and are currently (or have been) in clinical trials as vaccine candidates [10]. The most advanced TBV candidate is Pfs25, a protein that is only expressed from the time of gamete emergence in the mosquito. Monoclonal antibodies to Pfs25 or antibodies produced in the human host following vaccination and taken up by the mosquito target zygotes and ookinetes in the mosquito, blocking parasite development. Vaccines based on recombinant Pfs25 and Pvs25 have progressed to Phase I trials [11,12]. However, the titres required for blocking transmission may not be attainable using current adjuvants. Cheru et al. [13] examined affinity-purified anti-Pfs25 antibodies from human vaccinees (vaccinated with Pfs25 and montanide ISA51) and found that a concentration of antibody greater than 80 μg/ml would only reduce
or harvesting asexual blood stages from culture. The most advanced approach is the irradiated sporozoite responses. Current candidate whole parasite vaccines are obtained by dissecting sporozoites from mosquitoes thereby lessening problems of antigenic polymorphism, and exploit fundamentally different types of immune approaches to the sporozoite and asexual blood stages. These vaccines contain all the proteins of the parasite, CD8+ T-cell response which targets infected liver cells. While not yet fully optimized, it has shown very encour-

ging success against challenge with homologous and heterologous parasites [17]. Whole parasite asexual stage vaccines [18] are only now entering clinical trials. Whereas CD8+ T-cells are the major effector cells with a sporozoite vaccine, CD4+ T-cells are primarily responsible for immunity induced by whole blood stage vac-
cines. CD4+ T-cells cells are also known to play a significant role in mediating anti-gametocyte immunity. However, the opportunities to exploit this class of cell for TBV development using whole gametocyte vaccines have been ignored. The remainder of the present study will discuss the evidence supporting the concept of a whole parasite TBV and explain why this approach might have the added advantage of also controlling the growth of asexual stage parasites.

In 1985, Harte et al. [19] demonstrated that T-cells from mice immunized intravenously with gametes could reduce transmission of malaria by over 95% and that this immunity was long-lasting (at least 6 months). By performing adoptive transfer experiments using spleen cells from immunized mice, they showed that the splenic CD4+ T-cell population was solely responsible for this transmission-blocking activity. A major function of the T-cells was to reduce the number of gametocytes following infection. A further additive function was to significantly reduce the ability of male gametocytes to exflagellate into microgametes.

It is not known whether human T-cells would have similar effects on human malaria parasites. However, T-cells from malaria-exposed individuals respond vigorously to gametocytes and to a major gametocyte antigen, Pf48/45 [20]. Furthermore, CD4+ T-cells from non-exposed donors can also respond to gametocytes [21,22], presumably as a result of immunological cross-reactivity between parasite antigens and common environmental antigens [23,24]. The majority of T-cell clones that respond to gametocytes also respond to asexual trophozoites [21,24], demonstrating that the antigens are not stage-specific, with many likely to be conserved ‘housekeeping’ antigens such as metabolic enzymes [25]. The effect that these cells have on gametocyte carriage is unknown; however, it should be noted that the carriage rates differ significantly between individuals in the same population and between different populations [26,27], which could be due to the differences in T-cell responses between individuals [21,24].

How might T-cells kill intra-erythrocytic gametocytes? Red cells do not express MHC molecules and thus cannot be directly targeted by T-cells. However, supernatants from parasite-stimulated peripheral blood mono-
nuclear cells (PBMCs) and paroxysmal serum from P. vivax-infected individuals, in the presence of white blood cells, can quickly render gametocytes non-infective to mosquitoes and this effect is mediated, in large part, by nitric oxide liberated from the white blood cells [28,29]. TNF was a critical component in the supernatant used to stimulate the white blood cells. Furthermore, the killing was not species-specific in that superna-
tants from P. vivax-stimulated PBMCs were as effective at killing P. falciparum gametocytes in the presence of white blood cells as they were at killing P. vivax gametocytes. This mechanism of action and lack of specificity
at the gametocyte-killing stage are identical with the reported mechanism and nature of killing of asexual stage parasites by cellular immunity following vaccination with whole parasite asexual stage vaccines [30–32].

The obvious similarities in immune mechanisms between killing gametocytes and asexual stage parasites suggest that whole gametocyte vaccines mimicking the design of whole asexual stage vaccines might be successful. Furthermore, it is possible that existing whole parasite asexual stage vaccines now entering clinical trials will have dual efficacy and induce gametocytocidal responses, given the extensive cross-reactivity of T-cells between asexual stages and gametocytes [21,22] and the fact that PBMCs stimulated by a crude asexual stage parasite extract can release cytokines capable of killing gametocytes [33]. If not, an attenuated whole gametocyte vaccine (or a whole gamete vaccine) or a killed/adjuvanted vaccine could be tested against both the asexual and sexual stages. Gametocytes used in a vaccine could be inactivated [31] or killed and presented in liposomes or another suitable formulation [34]. While gametocyte culture is tedious, it is possible to produce populations of pure gametocytes by culture and enrichment [35] which could form the basis for a novel vaccine.

Such vaccines would be tested for safety in Phase I trials and could then be tested for efficacy in early stage Phase Ib/II trials using controlled human malaria infections [36] where a reduction in peripheral gametocytaemia and a reduction in the ability of male gametocytes to exflagellate in the presence of T-cells might be expected. These are both mechanisms for which T-cells are thought to play critical roles [19,28,33]. These assays could complement standard membrane-feeding assays.

What level of gametocyte killing would be required for a vaccine to be effective? This is likely to depend on host and mosquito factors as well as the level of malaria endemicity. There is a non-linear relationship between gametocytaemia and the percentage of mosquitoes that are infected [37], suggesting that the infectiousness of gametocytes is an important determinant of transmission potential. While there are many biological and environmental factors that contribute to infectiousness, mathematical modelling predicts a role for inflammatory cytokines and the level of gametocytaemia [38]. However, there are also significant regional differences in transmissibility. Lin et al. [39] showed that in Cambodia, transmission rarely occurs when gametocytes are not detectable microscopically, whereas in areas with higher endemicity (e.g. Burkina Faso) it is estimated that almost one-third of all transmission occurs from people with sub-microscopic levels of gametocytaemia [40]. Recent data demonstrating that asexual parasites can inhibit the infectiousness of gametocytes (possibly through the activation of the mosquito immune system by hemozoin) [41] may, in part, explain these observations. In a low transmission setting, Churcher et al. [37] argue that if an intervention can keep gametocyte levels below 200 per μl, then this may be sufficient to eliminate disease. This should be a minimum goal of any vaccine. It is encouraging then that in the rodent study of cellular immunity [19], immune mice were able to reduce gametocytaemia from 0.01 to 0.001% (equivalent to ~50 gametocytes per μl of blood).

A gametocyte vaccine designed to stimulate cellular immunity could be combined with a subunit candidate to induce a synergistic level of protection reliant on both cellular immunity and antibodies, with the potential for cross-killing between strains and even species [33,42]. Such a vaccine may well be capable of significantly reducing gametocytaemia and play an important role in malaria elimination. A successful transmission-blocking vaccine would ideally be combined with a vaccine to block sporozoite/liver stage development and/or asexual blood stage development.
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